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Abstract— In this paper, we present a microphone preamplifier
that adapts its power consumption according to the input signal’s
instantaneous bandwidth. The preamplifier’s dynamic range
and gain keep reasonably constant, regardless of the power
consumption. The preamplifier was fabricated with a 0.5-µm
CMOS process. The measurement results show it has over79.5-
dB dynamic range with 53.4% power saving compared to its non-
adaptive counterpart. Also, the adaptive processing only causes
6% energy loss for a speech sample.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Audio sensors are used in ubiquitous health care devices
as well as for security, smart environments and military
applications [1], [2]. Since they must be small, wearable and/or
autonomous, these sensors have only a limited power budget.

A large portion of the power budget is used by the analog
front end, which includes a preamplifier for boosting the
microphone’s low-amplitude output. In this paper, we will
introduce a strategy to reduce the power consumption of the
preamplifier.

The primary determinant of the preamplifier’s power con-
sumption is the audio sensor’s resolution specification. For
the sensor to achieve a given number of bits of resolution,
the preamplifier must generate no more than a certain level
of noise. The preamplifier’s noise contribution depends on its
noise power spectral density (PSD), which is inversely related
to the amount of power it consumes.

The preamplifier’s noise contribution also depends on the
sensor’s bandwidth. Since a conventional sensor has a fixed
bandwidth, the noise PSD – and hence power consumption –
of the preamplifier must remain fixed, too.

Fixed performance specifications are normally chosen to
accommodate the worst-case input signal. So, whenever the
sensor is processing more tractable signals, it is wasting power
just to maintain these fixed, worst-case-scenario specifications.
A more efficient strategy would allow the preamplifier, say, to
adapt its power consumption according to the type of signal
that was currently being processed.

Unfortunately, varying the power consumption of the pream-
plifier will affect not just its noise PSD, but some other critical
parameters as well. A change in these parameters can degrade
the overall performance of the sensor. In this paper, we propose
a preamplifier that adapts its power consumption with the

Fig. 1. Simplified adaptive preamplifier circuit.

input signal, changing in a way that does not degrade the
performance of the sensor.

II. POWER ADAPTATION WITH CONSTANT PERFORMANCE

Audio signals have a time-varying bandwidth. For instance,
the highest spectral content of speech varies from1 kHz to
over 16 kHz. It is possible to determine the instantaneous
bandwidth of speech, using an edge-detection method that
we recently introduced [3]. An audio sensor could use this
information to adapt its bandwidth to match that of the
continuously-changing audio signal.

If the sensor’s bandwidth were adaptive, then the preampli-
fier could also vary its power consumption without affecting
the performance of the sensor. Following is a discussion of
how this is achieved.

A. Constant Sensor Resolution

The resolution of the sensor is what determines the max-
imum allowable amount of total integrated noise that the
preamplifier may generate. If we assume that the dominant
type of noise is thermal, then the total integrated noise is given
by

v2n ∝ BWsensor · PSDpreamp, (1)

whereBWsensor is the sensor bandwidth andPSDpreamp is
the preamplifier noise PSD.

For low-power, subthreshold operation, the preamplifier’s
noise PSD is inversely proportional to its bias current and we
can write

v2n ∝
BWsensor

Ibias
, (2)



whereIbias is the preamplifier’s bias current. So, if, in response
to an input signal of lower frequency content,BWsensor were
to decrease, thenIbias could also drop by the same factor. The
power consumption of the preamplifier would drop without
affecting the total integrated noise or the resolution of the
sensor.

B. Constant Preamplifier Gain

Fig. 1 depicts the general architecture for the proposed
preamplifier. It is a non-inverting amplifier with a closed loop
gain of:

Acl =
RS +RF

RS + 1/gm + 1/Aol(RS +RF )
, (3)

wheregm andAol are the opamp’s transconductance and open-
loop DC gain, respectively.

In a conventional preamplifier circuit, the denominator in
Eq. (3) is approximated asRS , with the1/gm and1/Aol terms
being treated as small, fixed, systematic errors. However, since
our adaptive preamplifier will continually vary the opamp’s
bias current, we have to ensure that these errors do remain
small and constant.

For a standard two-stage operational amplifier, the open-
loop DC gain is:

Aol = gm1ro1gm2ro2, (4)

wheregm1, gm2, ro1, ro2 are the transconductances and output
resistances of the first and second stages, respectively. The
transconductances and output resistances will vary withIbias.
However, in the subthreshold region, the productsgm1ro1 and
gm2ro2 are independent ofIbias. So, subthreshold operation
ensures thatAol, will remain constant.

The transconductance of the opamp isgm = gm1ro1gm2.
ChangingIbias does change the opamp transconductance. To
keep the closed loop gain of the preamplifier constant, we
must vary the values ofRS andRF linearly with any changes
in gm (see Eq. (3)). This is whyRS andRF are depicted as
variable resistors in Fig. 1.

C. Constant Harmonic Distortion

Harmonic distortion originates from the nonlinearity in the
opamp’s transfer function. With negative feedback, the effect
of this nonlinearity is mitigated by the opamp’s open-loop
gain,Aol. We have already shown thatAol is independent of
Ibias. Also, Ibias has no effect on the opamp’s nonlinearity, as
long as it is operated in subthreshold. So, harmonic distortion
remains constant.

D. Opamp Speed

The speed of the opamp is determined by its unity gain
bandwidth and its slew rate, both of which are linearly
proportional toIbias (assuming subthreshold operation).

However, that the opamp’s speed varies withIbias is not
detrimental, because it is predicated on the assumption that
the bandwidth of the input signal has changed appropriately.

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the configurable preamplifier based on the DDA.
The DDA’s bias current and its feedback resistors are controlled by the
extracted bandwidth information simultaneously.

III. C IRCUIT DESIGN

The main portion of our preamplifier is a non-inverting
amplifier, implemented with a differential difference amplifier
(DDA) [4] and a resistive divider (see Fig. 2). The feedback
capacitor,CF , introduces a pole and higher-frequency zero,
which provide some filtering capability. The function of the
bandwidth extraction block is to determine the instantaneous
bandwidth of the input signal. The bias current of the DDA
and the values of the resisitors are controlled by the outputof
the bandwidth extraction block.

A. Configurable Preamplifier

We based our implementation on a DDA because it can be
used as a balanced-input instrumentation amplifier. Its high
input impedance is independent ofRF and RS , meaning
that it can be driven directly by an electret microphone’s
transducer. Such functionality is essential in highly integrated
audio systems [5].

The detailed schematic of the DDA is shown in Fig. 3. The
two pairs of the cross coupled input transistors form the four
input nodes of the DDA. The transfer function of the DDA is
the same as that of a traditional non-inverting amplifier [5].
The size of the input transistors is480 µm/48 µm in order to
decrease the flicker noise and offset. Also, the large lengthis
necessary for high output impedance of the input transistors.

The bias current and feedback resistors are changed by
digital-to-analog converters (DACs), as shown in Fig. 4. There
are16 levels of current and resistance in our design, each cor-
responding to a different extracted bandwidth. The bandwidth
extraction block will output one of16 logarithmically spaced
levels, and encoded it as a4-bit number. We use thermometer
code instead of binary code here in order to improve the
matching performance.

B. Bandwidth Extraction

The bandwidth extraction circuit is based on the speech
edge detection algorithm [3], which splits the speech signal



Fig. 3. Schematic of the amplifier core of the DDA. It is a two-stage amplifier
with crossed coupled input transistors.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Thermometer code controlled bias current DAC (a) andresistor DAC
(b). The switches are implemented by the transmission gates.

into 128 bandpass frequency channels by a series of bandpass
filters covering the4-kHz speech band and detects the acoustic
events’ onsets and offsets in each channel by the spike
encoding circuits [6]. So, we can get the highest frequency
content of an audio signal in real time.

In this design, we only use16 frequency channels in order
to save power. Also, a low-power buffer is placed between the
microphone and the bandpass filters. The bandwidth extraction
circuit will generate a4-bit thermometer code to represent the
16 levels of bandwidth and control the current and resistor
DACs in the configurable preamplifier accordingly.

IV. M EASUREMENTRESULTS

We fabricated the circuit of Fig. 2 in a0.5-µm CMOS
process. We measured our prototype preamplifier chip to
verify that its performance is consistent with our theoretical
expectations.

Fig. 5 shows the output noise performance of the pream-
plifier for three different input tones. The lower the frequency
of the input tone, the higher the magnitude of the thermal
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Fig. 5. Output noise power density for three bandwidth configurations. We
can observe that the noise power density decreases with the increase of the
bandwidth, while the bandwidth of the (thermal) noise powerdensity increases
with it. In addition, the flicker noise corner is about200 Hz.
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Fig. 6. THD of the amplifier for80-mVrms input sinusoid with typical
frequencies. We select the frequencies to ensure their third order harmonics
will fall in the 4 kHz band. The THD for adaptive-bandwidth amplifier is all
close to1%, while for fixed 4 kHz amplifier is slightly higher.

noise PSD, and the smaller the noise bandwidth. We can
calculate that the total input-referred noise is5.5 µVrms,
7.5 µVrms and8.4 µVrms for input tones of200 Hz, 1.6 kHz
and4 kHz, respectively. For high frequency tones, the larger
values ofIbias tend to push the DDA input transistors out of
subthreshold operation, which makes Eq. (2) no longer valid.
Thus, the level of thermal noise PSD is higher than expected,
while the preamplifier bandwidth – set byRF andCF – is at
the nominally-expected value. This causes the total integrated
noise to increase slightly for higher frequency input tones.

Fig. 6 shows the total harmonic distortion (THD) of the
amplifier with an80 mVrms input sinusoid. The THD of sev-
eral typical frequency points are all close to1%. In addition,
compared to a conventional, fixed-bandwidth amplifier, the
THD of the adaptive amplifier is lower, because its bandwidth
is often smaller than the fixed4 kHz, which means that some
harmonics will be filtered out.

We tested our preamplifier’s adaptive power behavior by
inputting a chirp signal that increased in frequency from100
Hz to 4 kHz. Fig. 7 shows that the power consumption of
the preamplifier circuit does adapt accordingly, followingthe
general trend of the chirp frequency. The imperfections in
the power adaptation can be traced to a few error sources.
Inaccuracies in the bandwidth extraction circuit, due to non-
ideal bandpass filters, causes errors in the generated bandwidth
code. Further, converting the bandwidth code to the corre-
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Fig. 7. Measurement results for an input chirp signal with its frequency
sweeping from100 Hz to4 kHz logarithmically in8.4 s (top) and the adaptive
current consumption (bottom). The current consumption follows the trend of
the chirp frequency, and its average is46.6% of the maximum.

TABLE I

MEASUREDPERFORMANCESUMMARY

Voltage Gain (dB) 20

Input Referred Noise (µV) 5.5 - 8.4
Maximum Input Voltage (mVrms) 80

Dynamic Range (dB) 79.6 - 83.2
Maximum Bandwidth (kHz) 4

Amplifier Power (µW) 7.2 - 172.6
Bandwidth Extraction Power (µW) 15.6

Total Power (µW) 22.8 - 188.2
Power Saving Rate* 53.4%

Power Supply (V) 2.4

Die Size (mm2) 2.27× 2.27

Process 0.5-µm 2P3M CMOS

* based on the measurement results of the chirp signal

sponding values ofIbias introduces nonlinearities.
Finally, we demonstrated our preamplifier’s adaptive power

behavior with an input speech sample. Fig. 8 shows that the
power consumption is indeed adapting to the instantaneous
bandwidth of the speech. Via this adaptive behavior, the
preamplifier reduces its power consumption by almost40%.
This power savings comes at little cost to the quality of the
speech; for this particular sample,92.8% of the speech energy
is preserved.

The performance summary for this preamplifier is shown in
Table I.

V. CONCLUSION

The microphone preamplifier presented in this paper adapts
its power consumption according to the input signal’s instan-
taneous bandwidth. It can save more than a half of the power
consumption compared to its fixed-bandwidth counterpart.
Also, it maintains a dynamic range of over79.6 dB regardless
of the power consumption. This preamplifier can be used in
an energy-efficient audio system.
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Fig. 8. Measurement results for a speech sample with fixed preamplifier
(top), with adaptive preamplifier (second), the spectrogram of the speech
(third) and the current consumption of the adaptive preamplifier (bottom).
The preamplifier’s power consumption adaptively follows the speech’s energy
distribution on time-frequency plane, and the average power consumption is
61.5% of the maximum.
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